Flexible and High-Voltage Coaxial-Fiber Aqueous Rechargeable Zinc-Ion Battery.
Extensive efforts have been devoted to construct a fiber-shaped energy-storage device to fulfill the increasing demand for power consumption of textile-based wearable electronics. Despite the myriad of available material selections and device architectures, it is still fundamentally challenging to develop eco-friendly fiber-shaped aqueous rechargeable batteries (FARBs) on a single-fiber architecture with high energy density and long-term stability. Here, we demonstrate flexible and high-voltage coaxial-fiber aqueous rechargeable zinc-ion batteries (CARZIBs). By utilizing a novel spherical zinc hexacyanoferrate with prominent electrochemical performance as cathode material, the assembled CARZIB offers a large capacity of 100.2 mAh cm-3 and a high energy density of 195.39 mWh cm-3, outperforming the state-of-the-art FARBs. Moreover, the resulting CARZIB delivers outstanding flexibility with the capacity retention of 93.2% after bending 3000 times. Last, high operating voltage and output current are achieved by the serial and parallel connection of CARZIBs woven into the flexible textile to power high-energy-consuming devices. Thus, this work provides proof-of-concept design for next-generation wearable energy-storage devices.